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Restauraut Map
Fushimi is named after
“fushimizu(underground
water)”.In fact there is
groundwater flowing in the
Kyoto basin, and Fushimi is
where this water springs out.
Fushimi used to have the big
pond called Oguraike. Then,
the brewing business which
uses this abundant water
started to thrive. Maybe you
might find a menu using this
fresh water. Hope you enjoy
this map.

㊿BEAVER

As of March in 2020（except a few restaurants）

075-641-9195

Cooperator：Restaurant staff, Hiromasa Ikeda, Takumu Kinutani、
Nanami Ohno, Taiti Mathuda
Geography Club Advisor: Noriyuki Arai

Creator： Rina Nishikawa, Asuka Horii

Senior High School Attached to Kyoto University of Education Geography Club

Sumizome&Fushimi

㊾Bounlangerie Blon 8:30~18:30
➢ Closed: Sun. Mon.

The recommendation is Fushimi bread. The price of a loaf
of bread is 319yen. It is a soft and springy bread that uses
the Fushimi water suitable for fermentation.
The following restaurant introduction such
as this one in the back.→
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①Shinpukusaikan
➢

11:00~22:00 Closed : Thursday

The recommendations are fried rice and Chinese noodle. Shinpukusaikan is
also putting efforts into fried chicken. The price of fried rice (M size) is
550 yen and 750 yen for the Chinese soba noodle (size M).

②Chocana
➢

11:30~15:00 17:30~22:00 Closed : Tuesday

The recommendation is vegetable dishes. The standards such as Tanba
black beans and Mascarpone cheese. The price is 850 yen tax included.

③Kissa Kyabetsu
➢

7:00~17:00 Closed : Sunday ,Public Holidays

The recommendation is hot coffee. The price of a cup of coffee is 350 yen.
Kyabetsuis using a coffee siphon. It is quite rare nowadays.

④Kouhuudou
➢

8:00~18:00 Open 7 days a week

The recommendation is Kusamochi. The price is 100 yen. The Bean paste
inside the mochi isn't too sweet but very tasty. Soon, it will be 50 years
since founded.

⑤Iroharamen
➢

11:00~21:00 Open 7 days a week

The recommendation is Pork bone broth ramen. The price is 550 yen.
Also fried rice is 500 yen and 6 pieces of gyoza is 300 yen.

⑥Matsuhiro
➢

12:00~14:00 17:00~22:00 Last entry(20:30) Closed: Wednesday

➢

⑭Chinese restaurant JASMINE

㉖Daruma

㊳Café Matine

➢

⑨Cafe Māshi
➢

8:30~18:00 Closed : No scheduled holidays

The recommendations are the morning set for 450 yen and a cup of coffee
for 300 yen. Toast and salad are served for the morning set.

⑩Teppan okonomiyaki Ajihei
➢

17:00~23:00 Open 7 days a week

⑮LILAC

㉗Fedelieni

㊴Chabou Chikusei

➢

⑫Teutiudon Fukukitaru
➢

11:00~15:00 17:30~22:00 Closed : Wednesday

The recommendation is “Hukukitaru-Udon noodles in a hot soup”,
“Hukukitaru-Udon” and “Hukukitaru-Udonwith carry sauce”. 1020 yen
each.

➢

7:00~18:00 Closed : Wednesday

The recommendations are coffee and today’s special lunch plate. The price
of a cup of coffee is 400 yen and 700 yen for the lunch plate. There is also
a morning plate called "Lilac morning", which is 500 yen.

⑯KAMON
➢

8:00~18:00 Closed : Thursday, Sunday

The recommendation is today's special lunch plate. It comes with miso
soup and a drink. The price is 850 yen. You can eat such as a fried meat
cake and fried prawn.

⑰Hithukisyokudou
➢

No

photo

＊

11:30~14:30 17:30~22:00 Closed :Wednesday, Sunday

The recommendations are for lunch is Hitsuki lunch set and spicy curry &
rice,and seasonal fish and Sudachi chicken for dinner. The price for lunch
is 1000 yen and for dinner depends on the menus.

⑱Syunsyokusai OHSUMI
11:00~14:00 17:30~22:00 Closed : Thursday

The recommendations are written on the blackboard every day. When we
went there, the smokedsalmon was the plate of the day which is 1200 yen.

8:00 (8:30)~16:00 Closed : Sunday

No
photo

11:30~14:30 17:30~21:00 Closed : Sunday

➢

12:00~17:00 (Last call 16:30) Closed : Wednesday , Sunday and Public Holidays.

The recommendation is a Hamburger steak. The price of steak (M size) is
1200 yen. The atmosphere inside the restaurant is bright, and the clerks
are very kind too.

You can enjoy Japanese tea from a well-known brand chosen carefully by
the owner. The price of high-grade Japanese confections set is 1000
yen~1400 yen. Another Japanese sweets set is 1000 yen.

㉘Sushi Ishida

㊵France-gashi Roānu

➢

11:30~14:00 17:30~21:00 Closed : Monday, Tuesday

➢

9:00~19:30 Closed : Tuesday

The recommendation is seafood rice bowl. The price is 1100 yen tax
included. There are tables and counter seats.
It opened in 2011

The recommended cake is a cake made of seasonal fruits. Its price is about
400 yen~420 yen. Domestic strawberries are its features.

㉙Ippinryori Tae

㊶Kitchen Mie

➢

17:30~22:30 Closed : Sunday Monday Thursday.

➢

13:00~17:30 Closed : Sunday

The recommendation is seasonal. When we went there, the
recommendations were Botan nabe (bore meat hot pot) and sashimi (raw
fish cut in pieces) The price depends on the market price.

The recommendation is today's special lunch plate. The price is 900 yen,
and it's homemade every day. This restaurant is popular with the elderly.

㉚ANHK sandwich café

㊷Kyo-udon Matoi

➢

＊

8:00~19:00 Closed : Sunday,Public Holiday

➢

11:00~14:00 18:00~21:00 w/e and holidays : 11:00~16:00 Closed : Mon. and Thu.

The recommendation is The BLT sand. The price is 450 yen.You may either
eat in and takeout. Near Sumizome station.

The recommendation is a menu of the day. Its price is usually about 1000
yen.

㉛Uwotomo

㊸Ohtani

➢

11:00~15:00 17:00~21:00 Closed : Wednesdy

➢

11:30~14:00 18:00~20:00 Closed : Wednesday

The recommendations are a 680 yen set lunch (fried chickens, fried white
fish, and so on), a rice omelet with a salad (750 yen) and fried rice (650
yen).

The recommendation is "kaiseki"dishes. It's 12000 yen. There are home
delivery services such as ”Yamabuki”, ”Seiran” and ”Kohaku”. The
maximum number of people available is 30.

The recommendation is a lunch menu that changes week to week, which is
only on weekdays. The price is around 1000 yen. This restaurant is popular
with University and high school teachers.

⑳Chikyukibo de kangaero

㉜Yakitori Iine!!

㊹Henteko

➢

11:00~15:00 , 18:00~24:00 (Sun.)11:00~15:00, 17:00~22:00 Closed: Monday

➢

18:00~1:00 Open 7 days a week

➢

11:00~15:00 18:00~22:00 (Last call is 21:30) No scheduled holidays

The recommendation menu is "Buta ramen", whose price is 1000 yen. It is
put five pork steaks. This restaurant is popular among the young, and
manypeople stand in line.

The recommendation is an assortment of five popular skewers. They are
Negima, Meatball, Chicken breast strips, Pickled-ume and perilla-leaf,
Heart, Skin. The price of 10 skewers is 1560 yen.

The recommendation is " Henteko syoyu ramen", " Henteko sio
ramen"(medium size: 700 yen large size :800 yen). The chicken stock soup
is their features.

㉑Teppanhiroshimayaki Hide

㉝Mulan

㊺AKASHIHARIMASUISAN

➢

18:00~23:00 Closed : Tuesday

The recommendation is Hiroshima-style okonomiyaki. The price is 500 yen
for a small size, 700 yen for a regular size. Inside the restaurant smells
very nice.

㉒Ofukuro no tezukuri Kyo-ohagi kobo

⑪Seaburano-kami
The recommendation is " Seaburaniboshi soba ".(Niboshi is dried
sardine.) It is delicious, and you can enjoy the flavor of niboshi. There are
tables seats and 4~6 seats in the back.

10:00~19:00 Sun.9:00~18:00 Closed : Monday

The recommendations are “Matine-rice”, cake-set and coffee. The price
for Matine-rice is 880 yen, cake-sat for 700yen, and a cup of coffee for 400
yen.

➢

11:30~14:30 18:00~21:00 (~22:00 on Fri.and Sat.) Open 7 days a week

➢

The recommendations are the standard okonomiyaki and fried noodles.
The price for the okonomiyaki is 520 to 780 yen and 540 to 930 yen for
fried noodles.

The recommendation is “Tonpei” which is fried noodles. The price is 950
yen. There is a special menu with a variety of ingredients for 1600 yen.

➢

11:00~21:00 Closed : Thursday

Closed : Sunday, 2nd and 4th Wednesday.
The recommendations are salt flavored ramen and stir-fry eggs with cloud
ears. The price of ramen is 620 yen , stir-fry is 650 yen.

➢

The popular menu is "Kaiseki“dishes. Most of the menus' prices are about
10,000 yen. Lunch box "Kame" is served in the daytime on weekdays. Its
price is 3500 yen. Also, you can see a beautiful garden.

➢

11:30~14:30 17:30~20:30 (20:00/last order）

⑲Kouraku

12:00~15:00 18:00~22:00 (Last enter 20:00) Closed : Monday

11:00~15:00 (Wed. only lunch) 17:00~19:00 Closed: Thursday

The recommendations are Ebiten Soba noodles served with wild shrimp
tempura and Tori Nanban soba noodles. The price for Ebiten Soba is 1200
yen, Tori Nanbansoba for 900 yen. Hot noodles are served in winter.

➢

➢

➢

The recommendations are omurice for 680 yen and hamburger set meal
for 980 yen. Both meals come with a cup of coffee.

⑦Kirarino nikuman

⑧Seiwasou Closed Monday

9:30~19:30 Closed : Wednesday, 3rd Sunday

The recommendation is Sliced onion. There are various menus and it
serves as a bar on the night. Other than that, there is a garlic shrimp for
800 yen.

➢

Closed : Monday,Wednesday, Friday, Sunday
the meat bun is 92 yen. There are about 3 seats. Hot cooked meat bun is
served and it's delicious even if it gets cold.

➢

11:00~23:00 Closed : Tuesday

The recommendations are Sushi and Kaiseki cuisine. Sushi for lunch is
3000 yen~, Sushi for dinner is 5000 yen~.

10:30~16:00 (The sale will end when all steamed meat buns have been sold.)

㊲Kinzen

㉕Toraya

⑬Nangokudenpa

9:30~18:30 Closed : Wednesday

➢

7:30~19:00 Closed : Tuesday

➢

11:30~20:00 Closed : Monday

The recommendation is a delicious loaf of bread for 267 yen. There are
also many kinds of sweet bread. Most of the bread is around 100 to 200 yen.

The recommendations are Takoyaki and fried noodles. The price of 8
pieces of a takoyaki is 390yen. M size fried noodle is 430yen, L size for 630
yen. Founded in 2002.

㉞Chugokuryori Fukuen

㊻Suisenkaku

➢

11:00~14:30 17:00~22:30 Closed : Tuesday

➢

11:30~15:00 17:00~22:00 Closed : Wednesday

The recommendation is all the menu which is delicious and their prices
are cheap."Ohagi" is 150 yen. "Mitarashi Dango" is 3 for 260 yen.

The recommendation is a menu of the day (For example, a set meal of
twice-cooked pork) The menus' price is about 750 yen - 780 yen. There are
seats about 30 people.

The most recommended is a very crispy fried chicken. The price is 780 yen.
Suisenkaku also recommends other menus as well as the crispy chicken.
Delivery services and take-out are available.

㉓Manayuri

㉟Ajijiman Takoyaki

㊼Café Kamui

➢

9:30~18:30(Tue.~ Sat.) 9:30~18:00(Sun.) Closed : Monday

➢

10:00~19:00 Closed : No scheduled holidays

➢

11:00~18:00 Sat.: 12:00~18:00 Closed : Sunday, Monday, Public Holidays

The recommendation is “Manayuri”, which is a baked sweet. The price is
150 yen. It is a Japanese style conventionally store popular with the
elderly.

Takoyaki is very popular. It is 300 yen for 15 pieces. A wide range of
customers from the elderly to senior and high school students visit this
small shop.

The recommendation are “curry and rice” and a cheesecake. The price of
curry and rice is 700 yen and 350 yen for a cheesecake. With a set of coffee,
the price is 900 yen for curry and rice and 650 for cheesecake.

㉔Ohsakaya

㊱Zenikou

㊽Cafe Musubi

➢

11:00~15:00 17:00~19:30 Closed : Sunday

The recommendations are Sashimi lunch set, Sashimi rice bowl and Tuna
rice bowl. The price of those are 1000 yen.They cook fresh fishes from
Maizuru.

➢

9:00~16:00 closed : Thursday

The recommendations are red rice and red rice cake. The price of red rice
is 600 yen and 350 yen for the cake. Red rice and rice cakes are mainly
sold. There are four different kinds of rice cakes.

The store information is mainly as of March in 2020.

➢

10:00~17:00( Lunch Time:11:30~13:30) Closed :Sunday and Public Holidays

The recommendation is the set with a hamburg steak, a bowl of rice, a
soup and a salad. Its price is 600 yen, affordable price. When you order
drinks set, you can get 50yen off.

(The store information with ＊ in the upper right corner is as of September in 2020)

